CHAPTER THREE
i
t was in early October that for the first time in my life I saw
the sea congeal, saw the moving waters freeze and petrify in
waves, in ridges, and in hollows.
There are many people round the world who see this every
year, but to me who grew up in a region where the temperature
rarely falls to five below, where our peasants still talk of the
winter of 1879-80 when the stream had frozen solid and bullock
carts had crossed the ice from bank to bank, the sight was
magical, legendary. Imagine, I said to myself, a man going
from Cherbourg to Halifax by dog-team!
This self-evident exclamation summed up, almost by chance,
what was significant about the freezing of the Glacial Ocean.
For the sea here is the great winter highway that joins camp to
camp, family to family. It is the hunting-ground that yields not
only sustenance for a season but reserves of provisions against
the lean months to come. It is the habitat of the Eskimo, the
land' on which his igloo is built, and he lives on the sea and not
on the land through many months of the year. Highway, be-
cause the runners of the sled glide more smoothly and swiftly
over the uniform ice at sea than over the humped and hollowed
drifts of variable and uncertain snow on land. Hunting-ground
— nay, pasture-land, wheat-field, orchard, in the figurative
sense — because fish and seal are more plentiful and constant
than caribou, and more to the Eskimo's taste; while the white fox
is to him a mere article of commerce, a source of his luxuries'
and not fundamental to the Eskimo's life. Land, finally, for here
by preference the igloo is built: since the ice under the water
is warmer than the eternally frozen ground, the house built
over the water is wanner than the house built on the ground.
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